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JOURNALS

BOOKS

OUR TEAM

CONTACT ME

Gloria Borghetti
Gloria.Borghetti@tandf.co.uk
 +44 (0) 7500 572 412      
Eastern Europe & Central Asia

CONTACT ME

Cristina Sanchez
Cristina.Sanchez@tandf.co.uk
+44 (0)7825 173 456      
Bosnia, Herzegovina, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Kosovo, Montenegro, Poland, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia

CONTACT ME

Keith Mears
Keith.Mears@tandf.co.uk
+44 (0)7920 757 441      
Albania, Belarus, Bulgaria, Georgia, Macedonia, Moldova, 
Romania, Russia, Ukraine

CONTACT ME

Nuno Cravo
Nuno.Cravo@tandf.co.uk
+44 (0)7990 007 532     
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan
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WHAT’S 
NEW

 ABOUT F1000RESEARCH 
 
F1000Research offers unique publishing solutions for academic institutions, offering faculty and 
researchers rapid and transparent open publication for their research. From institutional membership 
agreements that allow your institution’s researchers to publish faster, more transparently and at far 
lower cost than traditional venues to fully branded, custom open research publication platforms that 
can help raise your institution’s research profile and offer new revenue streams. 

Already powering ground-breaking open research platforms for trusted global funders the Gates 
Research Foundation and Wellcome Trust, F1000Research and the white-labelled platforms it powers, 
are fully Plan S and DORA compliant, providing an open and rapid publication hub for all of your 
researcher’s output, including data sets, articles, posters, slides and other non-traditional documents. 

In working with F1000Research, institutions share a set of common goals: to remove unnecessary 
barriers and delays researchers face when sharing their findings, and to ensure rapid and easy access 
to research that accelerates its use and potential impact.

Good for Researchers. Good for Research. Good for Society.
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F1000Research is an open research publishing platform for researchers, scholars 
and clinicians offering rapid publication of articles and other research outputs without 
editorial bias.

F1000Research’s publishing model combines the benefits of pre-printing, including the ability 
to publish rapidly, with functionality that ensures the robustness, quality, reproducibility, and 
transparency of research through rigorous editorial checks, open data support, and invited open 
peer review. Authors are provided with autonomy throughout the publishing process.

A wide range of different peer-reviewed article types are supported including software tool 
articles, registered reports, method articles and more. Gateways on F1000Research, and 
Platforms powered by F1000Research, also publish non-peer-reviewed content including 
slides, posters and documents, offering a holistic view of your research output.

The F1000Research 
publishing model Findings are openly accessible; 

text and data mineable. 
Plan S and DORA compliant.

Research findings published 
in as few as 14 days.

Invited peer review, after publication. 
Open identities, visible peer review 
reports, and version history.

Rapid

Open

Transparent
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 THE F1000RESEARCH PUBLISHING MODEL

F1000Research is an open research 
publishing platform for researchers, 
scholars and clinicians, offering rapid, 
transparent publication of articles and 
other research outputs without editorial 
bias. Our publishing model combines 
the benefits of pre-printing— including 
the ability to publish rapidly— with 
functionality that ensures the robustness, 
quality, reproducibility, and transparency 
of traditional publication. 

Unlike traditional academic publishing 
venues, F1000Research Gateways and 
Platforms powered by F1000 Research 
support open publication of a wide range 
of different, peer- and nonpeer-reviewed 
article types, including software tool 
articles, registered reports, data sets, 
slides, method articles, posters and more. 

PUBLISH FAST. OPENLY.
WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS.
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WHAT’S 
NEW

Gateways are combined with an Institutional membership agreement.

Institutional membership agreements free your authors from article 
processing charges when publishing with F1000Research:

An open research publishing hub, hosted 
on the F1000Research publishing platform, 
providing functionality to publish a wide 
range of research article types and other 
research-related outputs. 

Support your 
researchers to 
publish open 

access

Control who 
publishes with 

strictly enforced 
author affiliate 

criteria

Reduce 
administrative 

time & streamline 
payment 

processes with 
monthly billing

GATEWAYS

An independent open research 
publishing platform utilizing the 
F1000Research publishing model to 
enable the publication of a wide 
range of research article types and 
other research-related outputs, with 
a unique Platform citation. Controlled 
by the you and entirely customizable, 
with all infrastructure and editorial 
services managed by F1000.

PLATFORMS

PUBLISH FAST. OPENLY.
WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS.
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WHAT’S 
NEW

Taylor & Francis has created the world’s biggest specialist library to support the United Nations’ 
Sustainable Development Goals initiative and help university researchers, faculty, and students 
understand and address humanity’s biggest challenges. 

Sustainable Development Goals Online is a multimedia collection of academic resources that will 
help you integrate sustainability into your courses. It will help you enable your students to deliver the 
change they want to throughout their careers and lives. 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS ONLINE

KEY FEATURES

• A selected library of more than 17,500 chapters and articles you can search, read 
online, download, save, and print.

• Insights and research on the 17 goals and 169 targets set by the United Nations, 
including climate change, oceans, health, gender equality, and education.

• Insights for teaching, learning, and research, including presentations, teaching notes, 
case studies, and videos.

• An introductory video giving a virtual tour of SDGO.
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JOURNALS

Science & Technology Library – Our largest package of science and technology content ensures your 
users have access to the latest high-impact content.

Social Science & Humanities Library – Our largest package of social science and humanities content 
ensures your users have access to the latest high-impact content.

Medical Library – Our largest package of medical content ensures your users have access to the latest 
high-impact content.

Primal Pictures – World-leading 3D anatomy resources. Stay ahead of the curve and inspire your faculty 
and students with Primal Pictures, the world’s most trusted and accurate 3D reconstruction of human 
anatomy.

Expert Journal Collection – Provides academics and practitioners with Expert Opinions from the entire 
R&D pipeline, and Expert Review journals covering 18 different areas of clinical medicine.

Online Subject Collections – Offer the opportunity to subscribe to content published since 1997 in 
a specific discipline across 24 subject areas, along with a further 16 defined and specialist research 
fields.

Online Journal Archives – Archives compliment current content in libraries and allow researchers to 
explore centuries of academic excellence across 32 key subject disciplines. Our journal archives are spilt 
into two packages, classic archives and modern archives.

F1000 Research – We offer a range of publishing solutions for academic institutions, from institutional 
membership agreements allowing your researchers to publish on the F1000Research platform, right 
through to fully white labelled, bespoke open research publication platforms.

Open Access Membership – Our open access memberships offer librarians a bespoke solution to 
support your researchers in publishing open access.

Research Dashboard – Track research and populate repositories with one, easy-to-navigate, online tool. 
Manage research output, access metadata for each article, control open access funds, and easily add 
new articles to your repository.

Cold War Eastern Europe – Get behind the ‘Iron Curtain’ with the Cold War Eastern Europe digital 
archive collection and access 13,624 primary source files covering every aspect of political, economic, 
cultural, social and dissident life from 1953-1975.

South Asia Archive – Providing digital access to 4.5 million pages of interdisciplinary primary and 
secondary research materials on the Indian sub-continent dating from the mid-18th to the mid-20th 
century.

Secret Files from World Wars to Cold War – Spanning four key twentieth-century conflicts, this 
resource contains 4,500 British government secret intelligence and foreign policy files spanning 1873 to 
1953. 

War, State and Society –  Explore the reality of Britain’s Home Front in World War II through thousands 
of primary source documents reporting on and managing every aspect of the civilian population’s daily 
lives, from evacuation to food rationing, and air raids to propaganda.

JOURNALS PRODUCTS
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY

CONNECT YOUR USERS WITH THE LATEST RESEARCH DEVELOPMENTS FROM OUR 
LIST OF OVER 530 HIGHLY REGARDED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TITLES.

• Biological, Earth, Environment & Food Science

• Chemistry

• Engineering, Computing & Technology 

• Mathematics & Statistics

• Physics

• Sports Science & Medicine

• Advances in Physics

• Autophagy

• Contemporary Physics

• Critical Reviews in Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
 

• Critical Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition

• Human-Computer Interaction

• International Material Reviews

• International Reviews in Physical Chemistry

• Polymer Reviews

• Virtual and Physical Prototyping Online

Journals are published on behalf of leading societies including: 

• Mathematical Association of America

• American Statistical Association

• Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining

• Cartography and Geographic Information Society

• Natural History Museum

One package 
provides your 
users with all 
the science 

and technology 
content they need

Over 90% of journals 
in this package are 

included in Clarivate 
Analytics Citation 
Indexes/Web of 

Science®

With enhanced 
discoverability for 

journals and reference 
works, users can view 
or download content 

wherever they are

Download data for 
your institution, 

including COUNTER-
compliant usage 

figures and KBART 
files

LIBRARY BENEFITS:

FEATURED DISCIPLINES:

RESEARCH WITH IMPACT:

KEY RESEARCH:

530+ Journals 13.1k+ Volumes of Research 790k+ Peer-Reviewed Articles

LEARN MORE
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SOCIAL SCIENCE & HUMANITIES LIBRARY

• Anthropology, Archaeology & Heritage
• Arts & Humanities
• Business, Management & Economics
• Criminology & Law
• Education
• Geography, Planning, Urban & Environment
• Library & Information Science 

 

 

• Media, Cultural & Communication Studies
• Mental Health & Social Care
• Politics, International Relations & Area Studies
• Psychology
• Sociology & Related Disciplines
• Sport, Leisure & Tourism
• Strategic, Defence & Security Studies

OVER 1,480 SOCIAL SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES TITLES SPANNING 
ACROSS A BROAD RANGE OF ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES.

• Aging & Mental Health
• Economic Geography
• Economic Systems Research
• Educational Psychologist
• Health Psychology Review
• Journal of Advertising 

• Journal of European Public Policy
• Journal of Mental Health
• Justice Quarterly
• Psychological Inquiry
• Transport Reviews
• Work & Stress

Journals are published on behalf of leading societies including: 
• International Institute for Strategic Studies
• American Association of Geographers
• National Communication Association

• College Art Association
• Institute of Psychoanalysis

One package 
provides your 

users with all the 
social science 

and humanities 
content they need

Over 80% of journals 
in this package are 

included in Clarivate 
Analytics Citation 
Indexes/Web of 

Science®

With enhanced 
discoverability for 

journals and reference 
works, users can view 
or download content 

wherever they are

Download data for 
your institution, 

including COUNTER-
compliant usage 

figures and KBART 
files

LIBRARY BENEFITS:

FEATURED DISCIPLINES:

RESEARCH WITH IMPACT:

KEY RESEARCH:

1480+ Journals 32k+ Volumes of Research 1m+ Peer-Reviewed Articles

LEARN MORE
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FEATURED DISCIPLINES:

RESEARCH WITH IMPACT:

KEY RESEARCH:

MEDICAL LIBRARY

• American Journal of Bioethics

• Acta Oncologica

• Amyloid: Journal of Protein Folding Disorders

• Clinical Toxicology

• Clinical Reviews in Clinical Laboratory Sciences 
 

• Drug Metabolism Reviews

• International Reviews of Immunology

• Medical Teacher

• Nanotoxicology

• The World Journal of Biological Psychiatry

• Allied & Public Health

• Clinical Psychiatry & Neuroscience

• Pharmaceutical Science & Toxicology 

• General Medicine, including: 
 - Oncology, Obstetrics  & Gynecology 
 - Ophthalmology 
 - Orthopedics 
 - Endocrinology

LIBRARY BENEFITS:

One package 
provides your 

users with all the 
medical content 

they need

Over 90% of journals 
in this package are 

included in Clarivate 
Analytics Citation 
Indexes/Web of 

Science®

With enhanced 
discoverability for 

journals and reference 
works, users can view 
or download content 

wherever they are

Download data for 
your institution, 

including COUNTER-
compliant usage 

figures and KBART 
files

Journals are published on behalf of leading societies including: 
• Cardiovascular Research Foundation
• Canadian Thoracic Society
• Society of British Neurological Surgeons

• American College of Nutrition
• International Society of Augmentative and 

Alternative Communication

COVERING OVER 30 SPECIALIST AREAS OF PRACTICE IN 4 KEY AREAS, 
CONNECT YOUR USERS WITH OVER 200 PEER-REVIEWED JOURNALS.

200+ Journals 4.7k+ Volumes of Research 325k+ Peer-Reviewed Articles

LEARN MORE
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PRIMAL PICTURES

Stay ahead of the curve and inspire your faculty 
and students with Primal Pictures, the world’s 
most trusted and accurate 3D reconstruction of 
human anatomy.

Made from real scan data and verified by experts, 
Primal Pictures brings essential accuracy to 
anatomy and physiology teaching in a digital-first, 
interactive format.

The Expert Collection is the world’s largest series of review journals in research, development 
and clinical medicine.

The Expert Collection is comprised of 28 peer-reviewed journals combining the 
well-established Expert Opinion and Expert Review series into one essential and 
comprehensive collection.

KEY BENEFITS FOR YOUR INSTITUTION:

A 
COMPLETE 
ANATOMY 
SOLUTION

ACCESS 
ANYTIME, 

ANYWHERE,
ON ANY DEVICE

IMPROVE 
STUDENT 

ENGAGEMENT 
AND OUTCOMES

FAST, 
EFFICIENT, 
TARGETED 
RESULTS

EXPERT JOURNAL COLLECTION

www.primalpictures.com

QUICK FACTS:

All Expert Collection 
titles are members 
of the Committee 

on Publication 
Ethics (COPE).

All Expert 
Collection titles 

are independently 
peer-reviewed and 
require full author 

disclosures.

The Expert Collection adheres 
to the principles of Uniform 

Requirements for Manuscripts 
Submitted in Biomedical Journals, 

prepared by the ICMJE and the 
NLM guidelines for published 

articles and supplement.
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Taylor & Francis Collections offer the opportunity to subscribe to content published since 1997 in a 
specific discipline across 24 subject areas, along with a further 16 focused and topical research fields.

ONLINE SUBJECT COLLECTIONS

Social Science & Humanities

• Anthropology, Archaeology & Heritage
• Arts & Humanities
• Business, Management & Economics
• Criminology & Law
• Education
• Geography, Planning, Urban & Environment
• Library & Information Science
• Media, Cultural & Communication Studies
• Mental Health & Social Care
• Politics, International Relations & Area Studies
• Psychology
• Sociology & Related Disciplines
• Sport, Leisure & Tourism

• Strategic, Defence & Security Studies

Medical

• Allied & Public Health
• Clinical Psychiatry & Neuroscience
• Pharmaceutical Science & Toxicology
• General Medicine & Dentistry
• Pharmaceutical Science & Toxicology 

Science & Technology

• Biological, Earth, Environment & Food 
Science

• Chemistry
• Engineering, Computing & Technology
• Mathematics & Statistics
• Physics
• Sports Science & Medicine

• Civil & Geotechnical Engineering
• Clinical & Neuropsychology
• Computer Science
• Conservation, Heritage & 

Museum Studies
• Electrical Engineering
• Hydrological Science 

 

 

• Materials Science
• Mechanical Engineering
• Oncology
• Religion, Philosophy & Theology
•      Social Work 
 *Definitive Collections are our one-stop collection 
for academics in a defined research field.

            Specialist Collections

• African Studies
• Asian Studies
• Gender Studies
• Marine Science
•      Race & Ethnic Studies 
 
*Specialist Collections are of interest to 
researchers in a number of topical areas.

SUBJECT COLLECTIONS:

Download data for 
your institution, 

including COUNTER-
compliant usage 

figures and KBART 
files

LIBRARY BENEFITS:

Keep users up-
to-date with the 

latest high-impact 
research

Pricing options 
that are flexible 
and economical

Reduce pressure 
on valuable 

storage space

Match your 
content to your 

institution’s 
specialism

Definitive Collections
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ONLINE JOURNAL ARCHIVES 

BESPOKE ARCHIVE
COLLECTIONS WITH 
FLEXIBLE PRICING

OPTIONS AVAILABLE!

This is an ideal option for 
libraries looking to digitize or 

grow their collections.

We have more than 65 Nobel Prize winning 
authors’ research in our Classic Archive 
content—with over 450 of their articles.

Since 1980, research from our Classic Archive 
has influenced and over 11,000 government 
policy documents over 27,000 patents.

In the past 5 years, our journals have been 
cited 1,300,000+ times!

KEY STATS:

Taylor & Francis Archives complement current content and allow researchers to explore centuries of 
academic excellence across 28 key subject disciplines.

OUR ONLINE JOURNAL ARCHIVES ARE SPILT INTO TWO PACKAGES:

LIBRARY BENEFITS:

Receive guaranteed 
access to content 
through archival 
agreements with 

LOCKSS, CLOCKSS, 
Portico and the Dutch 

National Library

Focus on 
subject-specific 
journals in your 
users’ fields of 

interest

Archives are a 
one-off perpetual 

purchase, so there’s 
no need to save 

money aside each 
year for continued 

subscription

Track usage 
in your library 

with COUNTER–
compliant usage 

reports

Reduce 
pressure 

on valuable 
storage space

CLASSIC ARCHIVE
The classic archive features content 
published before 1997, back to the 

journal’s very first volume where available.

MODERN ARCHIVE
The modern archive covers more recent 

scholarship, containing research published 
from 1997 to 2006, inclusive.
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BOOKS

Taylor & Francis publishes books for all levels of academic study and professional development, across a wide 
range of subjects and disciplines including Humanities, Social Science, Behavioural Science, Law, and the Built 
Environment, as well as Natural Science, Technology and Medicine.

Explore our complete print and eBook collection at Routledge, where you’ll also find extra resources for 
authors and instructors.

We publish Social Science and Humanities books under the Routledge imprint and Science, Technology and 
Medical books are published by CRC Press.

We publish textbooks for emerging subject areas as well as the most established and for students at all stages 
of their studies.

Our books for professional development are written by recognized experts in their field. Our reference works 
and encyclopaedias have earned an outstanding reputation for their accuracy and reliability and are used 
extensively world-wide.

Our research program consists of single and multi-authored books and edited collections, and is characterized 
by dynamic interventions into established subjects and innovative studies on emerging topics.

Institutional customers can manage their eBooks content and browse titles on our Taylor & Francis eBooks 
site.

ABOUT OUR BOOKS

Flexible Purchasing Options for eBooks
Looking to Purchase Individual Titles, or Featured Collections?

Looking to Flexible Methods of Purchase to Suit Your Needs?

OPTION 1

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

OPTION 3

Purchase via  
Perpetual Access

A one-time purchase commitment, 
allowing you and your institution 
access to content, while retaining 
ownership. Additionally, you can  

also add further titles to your 
collection at any time.

Purchase from  
Taylor & Francis 

via the Sales Reps
Purchase directly from  

Taylor & Francis by getting in 
contact, choosing from any one of 
the above purchasing models for 

titles and collections.

Purchase via  
Subscription

A one-time purchase commitment, 
allowing you and your institution 

access to a collection of titles for a 
set period of time, with the option  
to renew, and add further titles to 

your collection.

Purchase via  
Agents

Purchase Taylor & Francis content, 
including single title orders,  

via our aggregators.

Purchase via  
Evidence Based 
Selection (EBS)

Select a minimum spend commitment 
allowing access to a collection of titles 
on loan for 12 months. At the end, use 
your minimum spend commitment to 
select titles for perpetual ownership.

Purchase from  
Taylor & Francis eBooks, 

Self-Service
Purchase directly from  

Taylor & Francis without a middle man! 
Taylor & Francis eBooks now has 

eCommerce capabilities, allowing you 
to order direct from the platform,  

with immediate access to purchases.
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BOOKS

Taylor & Francis eBooks 

Request a trial of Taylor & Francis eBooks, giving you access to a vast collection of eBooks across 
a range of subject areas. To request a free trial, you will first need to create an account and then 
complete an online request form. If you are a librarian, once we have received a trial request, we will 
be in touch about setting up your trial. If you are a faculty member or a student, we will contact the 
library at your organisation.

Flexible purchasing options are also available, including subscription and perpetual access to titles. 
You can purchase directly through the website and your Sales Reps.  

eBooks 

Routledge offers eBook purchase and rental options on select titles through our third party partner - 
VitalSource.

Print 

Taylor & Francis publish books across a wide range of subjects and disciplines including Humanities, 
Social Science, Behavioural Science, Law, and the Built Environment, as well as Natural Science, 
Technology and Medicine.  You can order our books directly through the website or get in touch with 
your Print Sales Representative. 

Inspection Copies 

Taylor & Francis offers higher education textbooks and eTextbooks across the humanities, social 
sciences, arts, and STEM for both undergraduate and graduate level students. We strive to support 
instructors using our textbooks with high quality digital resources, companion websites, and 
pedagogical tools. We have a dedicated Instructors Hub where you can find out more about 
Inspection Copies, subscribe to updates and browse our new catalogues. Our authors are leading 
experts in their fields, and every potential higher education textbook is peer-reviewed by instructors to 
ensure its suitability.

To receive an exam copy of a book that you are interested in considering for use in a course, click 
on the Request Inspection Copy link on that book’s page to make your request. You will be asked to 
provide some basic information about yourself and the course you are teaching. Depending on the 
textbook, the title you’re interested in may be available in print, as an e-Inspection copy, or both.

All of our textbooks are available as complimentary e-Inspection copies; if you find a textbook you 
would like to consider for adoption in a course you are teaching, simply request an e-Inspection copy 
through our online form. If you require a hardcopy then please contact your local T&F Representative 
to discuss this. 

ORDERING DETAILS
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BOOKS

Taylor & Francis eBooks – A single destination platform with over 130,000 eBooks across all subject 
areas: science, technology, engineering, medicine, humanities and social science. 

Routledge Handbooks Online – An invaluable educational resource bringing together the world’s 
leading scholars to provide a cutting-edge overview of classic and current research. 

Sustainable Development Goals Online – A multimedia collection of academic resources that will help 
you integrate sustainability into your courses. It will help you enable your students to deliver the change 
they want to throughout their careers and lives. 

CHEMnetBASE – A collection of cutting-edge interactive chemistry databases and dictionaries that 
provide instant access to authoritative content. 

History of Feminism - Brings together primary and secondary materials to aid the study of the long 
nineteenth century of feminism (1776-1928). 

History of Economic Thought - Brings together primary and secondary materials, including book 
chapters, thematic essays and journal articles, to aid the study of economic thought over the period 
1700-1914. 

English Historical Documents - Provides access to over 5,500 primary source documents, English 
Historical Documents is an essential resource for institutions where British history is taught or 
researched.   

Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism - The largest and most comprehensive online resource on 
Modernism. With over 2,000 articles written by experts in the field, supported by over 100 images, and 
biannual updates.  

Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy - Contains over 2,800 articles, with quarterly content updates 
ensuring this resource remains the most updated online resource in Philosophy. 

Routledge Performance Archive - A ground-breaking online collection of audio-visual material from 
past and present practitioners of performance. 

Europa World of Learning - A guide to the world of higher education, listing global institutions of higher 
education and learning, and the people who work within them. 

World Who’s Who - Brings together current and hard-to-find biographical information on more than 
60,000 of the most gifted, famous and influential men and women in all fields. 

Europa World Plus - An interactive library offering detailed surveys with information on the latest 
economic, political and statistical information for 250 countries and territories. 

DIGITAL PRODUCTS
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BOOKS

Taylor & Francis eBooks is a single destination platform with over 130,000 eBooks in science, 
technology, engineering, medical, humanities and social science. It includes a librarian dashboard, 
which provides quick access to MARC and KBART reports, usage data, entitlements and much more. 
Through the platform, your library users our library can access millions of pages of rich content from a 
full range of academic disciplines - from Archaeology to Veterinary Medicine. 

 Flexible purchase options

 A range of subject collections

 Bespoke packages, according to your library’s needs

 30 day free trials

 Powerful search & browse functionality

 Post sales support from our dedicated team

 
Taylor & Francis eBooks includes a range of collections covering our STEM and HSS disciplines. 
These include: 

• NetBASE Collections - established and autoritiative collections which cover all STEM subjects, 
including: ENGnetBASE, CHEMISTRYnetBASE, MEDICINEnetBASE, ENVIROnetBASE, and many 
more.

• Thematic Collections - curated, interdisciplinary collections on a wide range of topics, Thematic 
collections feature a global array of voices from our international community of scholars and 
experts.

• General Academic Collections - suitable for smaller academic libraries and undergraduate 
level courses, including: Business & Social Sciences; Fine Arts & Music; Performing Arts & Media 
Studies, Philosophy, Psychology & Religion; Science & Technology; and History. 

• Routledge Subject Collections - Our 69 new collections provide even greater coverage of subject 
areas and sub-disciplines across Humanities, Social and Behavioral Sciences, and Education.

TAYLOR & FRANCIS EBOOKS 
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BOOKS

Routledge Handbooks Online provides a cutting-edge overview of classic and current research 
trends, while at the same time providing an authoritative guide to theory and method, the key sub-
disciplines, and the primary debates of today. 

Every title within Routledge Handbooks Online is surrounded with meaningful metadata and 
abstracts at a chapter level, making it fully searchable and browsable, providing a functionality of 
greater value to the student and researcher.  

Our handbooks are also available on Taylor & Francis eBooks site

ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOKS ONLINE 

KEY FEATURES

• All titles are DRM-free.

• Available in HTML and PDF format. 

• 75,000+ chapters from 2,200+ volumes.

• Expansive coverage of 50 subject areas; including Routledge and CRC Press content. 

• Full text DOIs, OpenURL, and Usage Statistics to aid discoverability and ensure library 
patrons are accessing the materials they need – including COUNTER 5 usage statistics 
and denials data.

• All chapters are accompanied by an abstract and rich metadata that make searching 
and research more efficient and effective.

• Intuitive search tools enable users to find exactly the material they need across the 
Handbooks’ multiple subject areas, with peer-reviewed content that ensures quality of 
research.

• Every third chapter in our handbooks is freely available for you to view and download.

• An introductory video exploring the benefits of Routledge Handbooks Online.
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BOOKS

CHEMnetBASE is a collection of cutting-edge interactive chemistry databases and dictionaries that 
provide instant access to authoritative content. Filled with authoritative handbooks and recent 
research, this collection advances the exploration of the science behind the composition, structure, 
and properties of matter as well as the changes matter undergoes during chemical reaction.

CHEMnetBASE consists of 11 cutting-edge interactive chemistry databases including: 

• CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics Online 

• Dictionary of Natural Products 

• Combined Chemical Dictionary

• Dictionary of Organic Compounds, and more. 

• One-Stop Search functionality across all 
databases. 

• Easily searchable by chemical structure and 
across tables of data. 

• Chemical Text Search by Name, Synoynm, 
Molecular Formula, and more. 

• Chemical Structure Search. 

• Instant access to authoratative, cutting-
edge content.

• Customisable options for data output.

KEY FEATURES

CHEMNETBASE
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BOOKS

History of Feminism brings together primary and secondary materials to aid the study of the long 
nineteenth century of feminism (1776-1928). Covering topics including Politics and Law, Literature and 
Writing, Women at Home, plus many more. 

HISTORY OF FEMINISM

KEY FEATURES

• Thousands of chapters of primary source collections, available here in electronic format 
for the first time 

• More than 1,000 chapters of secondary book content 

• Over 100 journal articles from a range of Taylor & Francis journals 

• An introductory video to the subject and resource from the Academic Editor 

• 16 newly commissioned thematic essays by experts in the field 

• Short introductions that outline the 8 key subject categories 

• An image gallery to aid research and study 
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BOOKS
HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT

History of Economic Thought brings together primary and secondary materials, including book 
chapters, thematic essays and journal articles, to aid the study of economic thought over the period 
1700-1914. Subjects areas covered in History of Economic Thought include: International Economics, 
Money and Banking and Public Economics, and many more.

KEY FEATURES

• Primary source collections are available here in electronic format for the first time 

• More than 2,000 chapters of secondary book content 

• 200 journal articles from Taylor & Francis journals 

• An introduction video to the subject and resource by Heinz D. Kurz 

• Newly commissioned thematic essays written by experts in the field 

• Short introductions that outline key Subject areas and Currents of Thought 

• Browsing available by Content Type, Subject, Current of Thought, Notable Figure, Period 
and Country 
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BOOKS

English Historical Documents is the most comprehensive, annotated collection of documents on 
British history ever compiled. Conceived during the Second World War with a view to ensuring the 
most important historical documents remained available and accessible in perpetuity, the first volume 
came out in 1953, and the most recent volume almost sixty years later. English Historical Documents 
is an essential resource for institutions where British history is taught or researched.  

KEY FEATURES

ENGLISH HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS

• Each document has been 
individually classified and indexed 
by experts at the Institute of 
Historical Research  

• Quick and advanced search 
functionality 

• Enhanced browsing options, 
including by theme, date, subject, 
people, and place 

• Personalised log-in for individual 
users 

• Institutional account management 
functionality 

• COUNTER-reports available
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BOOKS

Europa World of Learning is a guide to the world of higher education, listing global institutions 
of higher education and learning, and the people who work within them. The platform offers an 
unprecedented level of access to global institutions of higher education and learning, and to the 
people who work within them. Europa World of Learning includes over 35,300 universities, colleges, 
schools of art and music, libraries, learned societies, research institutes, museums and art galleries, 
regulatory and representative bodies in 228 countries and territories worldwide.

• Unprecedented access to global institutions of higher education and learning, and to 
the people who work within them 

• Evolution of print title  

• IP recognition available  

• Usage stats available to librarian 

• Completely revised and updated throughout the year 

KEY FEATURES

EUROPA WORLD OF LEARNING
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BOOKS

Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism is the largest and most comprehensive online resource on 
Modernism. With over 2,000 articles written by experts in the field, supported by over 130 images, and 
biannual updates.  

ROUTLEDGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERNISM

KEY FEATURES

• Over 2,000 articles from experts 
in the field. 

• A vital tool for students and 
researchers.  

• The content is fully cross-
referenced, allowing for greater 
discoverability between fields, 
and covers eight key subject 
areas: Literature, Architecture, 
Visual Arts, Music, Dance, 
Theatre, Film, and Intellectual 
Currents.  

• Researchers can browse by 
subject, movement, or place in 
order to discover connections 
between key topics and fields.

• An introductory video giving 
a virtual tour of Routledge 
Encyclopedia of Modernism.
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BOOKS

Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy contains over 2,800 articles, with quarterly content updates 
ensuring this resource remains the most updated online resource in Philosophy. Regularly updated 
with new and revised articles it is the ideal entry point for further discovery and research.

ROUTLEDGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY

KEY FEATURES

• Each article is fully cross referenced and hyperlinked ensuring that further research is 
as easy as possible 

• Archive Feature – provides free access to articles that have been revised or replaced 

• Article Summaries – at the beginning of each article are now available without 
restriction 

• Playlists – Guest edited selections of articles from the site provide a great starting point 
into a theme or topic 

• Cite Button – Articles can be cited at the click of a button making referencing as simple 
as possible  

• Share your finds – Each article can be shared through Twitter, Facebook, or Bit.ly at the 
click of a button 

• 30 overview articles – provide an introduction to the most studied topic areas.  

• An introductory video giving a virtual tour of Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy
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BOOKS

Routledge Performance Archive is a ground-breaking online collection of audio-visual material 
from past and present practitioners of performance.  Routledge Performance Archive is a 
constantly growing teaching and reference resource produced in partnership with Digital Theatre, 
providing unique access to a carefully selected range of audio-visual material from past and present 
practitioners of theatre, performance, dance and choreography. 

ROUTLEDGE PERFORMANCE ARCHIVE

KEY FEATURES

• Material ranges from performances, to training workshops and interviews with 
practitioners 

• Material is broken down by practitioner and by subject taxonomy 

• Extensive keyword index 

• Search functionality 

• Audio-visual material presented and streamed in different bit rates 

• Remote access and authentication by: IP address, Proxy server, Athens and Shibboleth 

• ICOLC and COUNTER-reports available. MARC-21 report files are available on request

• An introductory video giving a virtual tour of Routledge Performance Archive
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BOOKS

World Who’s Who brings together current and hard-to-find biographical information on more than 
60,000 of the most gifted, famous and influential men and women in all fields. 

WORLD WHO’S WHO

KEY FEATURES

• Quick and easy access to current biographical details for the most prominent and 
influential individuals 

• Comprehensive, world-wide coverage 

• Thousands of click through web links and email addresses 

• Continually updated to ensure information is as current as possible 

• Advanced search functions enabling users to search by name, nationality, place and 
date of birth as well as by profession
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BOOKS

Europa World Plus is an interactive library offering detailed surveys with information on the latest 
economic, political and statistical information for 250 countries and territories. It is regularly updated 
with information providing all the background to the world’s major events. 

KEY FEATURES

EUROPA WORLD PLUS

• A full range of sophisticated search and browse functions, allowing enhanced 
discoverability to the data-rich content 

• The ability directly to compare multinational statistics in graph and tabular form 

• Interactive visual features, including maps, flags and downloadable graphs 

• Impartial coverage of issues of regional importance from acknowledged experts 

• A vast range of up-to-date economic, political and statistical data 

• Book and periodical bibliographies – direct you to further research 

• Extensive directory of research institutes specializing in the region 
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OPEN 
ACCESS

OPEN ACCESS JOURNAL OPTIONS

Open Access Membership? 

Our Open Access Memberships offer libraries a personalized solution to support your researchers in 
publishing open access (OA). They’re designed to simplify the process of publishing OA for authors, 
whilst librarians benefit from discounts on article publishing charges, increased visibility of accepted 
articles from your institution, and tools to raise the profile of your institution’s open access research.

What’s included?

• Tailored prepayment account
• A Research Dashboard account to approve or decline article publishing charges (APCs) using your 

prepayment funds
• A dedicated open access profile page for your institution on Taylor & Francis Online

Our Open Access Memberships and Research Dashboard provide solutions to support 
your researchers in publishing open access. Researchers have a choice of publishing in 
one of our fully OA journals, or, in one of our 2,300 hybrid OA journals.

OPEN ACCESS MEMBERSHIP 

What is a prepayment account?

• Institutions deposit money into an account 
that allows eligible researchers to publish 
their article gold open access in most Taylor 
& Francis Group journals. Your institution can 
then allocate those funds to pay for article 
publishing charges (APCs).  

• APCs drawn from this account will benefit 
from a discount, depending on the amount 
deposited into the account. 

• Funds deposited into the account do not 
expire and can be withdrawn from the 
account. These funds are managed and 
allocated through the Research Dashboard. 
Institutions have the flexibility to top-up their 
fund throughout the year.

 

BENEFITS 
OF AN OPEN 

ACCESS 
MEMBERSHIP:

 
 

Reduces 
administration 
of processing 

multiple invoices

Drives open 
access at an 

institutional level 
by facilitating the 
funding of APCs

Discounted 
APCs for 

open access 
members

Straightforward 
open access 
publishing 

for your 
researchers

 
Immediately start 

tracking all affiliated 
publications

Request an 
account

Populate your repository 
and carry out research 
assessment exercises

Approve and decline 
APC credits
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OPEN 
ACCESS

RESEARCH DASHBOARD

Gateways are combined with an Institutional membership agreement.

Institutional membership agreements free your authors from article 
processing charges when publishing with F1000Research:

An open research publishing hub, hosted 
on the F1000Research publishing platform, 
providing functionality to publish a wide 
range of research article types and other 
research-related outputs. 

Support your 
researchers to 
publish open 

access

Control who 
publishes with 

strictly enforced 
author affiliate 

criteria

Reduce 
administrative 

time & streamline 
payment 

processes with 
monthly billing

Research Dashboard:

• Gives you visibility of all research from corresponding authors affiliated with your institution on acceptance 
with Taylor and Francis

• Provides accepted article metadata including DOI and funder information (if available)
• Ability to download publication data and keep a record of your institution’s research output via a CSV file
• Utilize article metadata to assist with managing 

your institutional repository

When used as part of an Open Access 
Membership:

• Allows you to approve or decline APC 
funding from your prepayment account

• Monitor and action author requests for 
APC funding

RESEARCH DASHBOARD

FULL VISIBILITY 
OF PUBLISHED 

ARTICLES

Allows you to keep track 
of all research from your 
institution published in a 
Taylor & Francis journal, 

and ensure that your 
institutional repository is 

fully up to date.

ACCESS 
METADATA FOR 
EACH ARTICLE

Easy-to-access data 
for every published 

article, including author, 
journal, DOI and funder 

information (where 
available).

FLEXIBLE 
MEMBERSHIP 

OPTIONS

Option to upgrade 
to an open access 

membership account 
with additional 

functionality to manage 
your APC spend.

BENEFITS
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OPEN 
ACCESS

Taylor & Francis has been publishing Open Access books since 2013, across humanities, 
social sciences and behavioural sciences.

Taylor & Francis Open Access book content is available to all library users on the Taylor & Francis 
eBooks platform, as well as Google Scholar, OAPEN and CLOCKSS. All of our content is also deposited 
in the Open Access Publishing in European Networks (OAPEN) online library.

Taylor & Francis is a member of the Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA) 
and a publisher member of the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB).

BENEFITS OF TAYLOR & FRANCIS OPEN ACCESS BOOKS

• Range of content: 800+ pieces of OA book content available across a broad range of 50+ subject 
areas from Taylor & Francis

• Variety of text-types: Includes fully peer-viewed monographs, textbooks, short form titles, and more

• Flexibility: Different licence types available to fit the researcher and funder needs

• Waivers and discounts on Book Publishing Charges (BPCs) available for eligible researchers 

• Taylor & Francis OA books are highly cited: In 2019, OAPEN data shows that Taylor & Francis Open 
Access Books were access by over 202 countries around the globe

• Discoverability: MARC and KBART records available for OA books

• Ease of access: All OA books are DRM-free

• Free resources on OA publishing available from Taylor & Francis

 

 

 
 

We believe in working collaboratively, get in touch with our Open Access Books Team to see how we 
can offer a personalised solution  

View our Open Access Books portal to find out about funding, licenses, integrating OA in your library 
catalogue, access free resources… and more.

CHOOSE OPEN BOOKS

DISCOVER OPEN ACCESS BOOKS MEMBERSHIPS

Get in touch with our 
open access team to 
discuss your needs.

Decide the amount 
of funds you would 

like to add to 
your prepayment 

account.

Once your prepayment 
account is finalized, the 

institution will be asked to 
allocate a central contact

who will always be asked to 
authorise a BPC (to check 

author affiliation etc) before 
we make a deduction from 

the account.

1 2 3
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PRIMARY 
SOURCES

COLD WAR EASTERN EUROPE

Life Behind the Iron Curtain 
During the Cold War, The U.K. Foreign Office and their embassies and consulates throughout 
Eastern Europe were interested in every aspect of political, economic, cultural, social and dissident 
life behind the ‘Iron Curtain’. Reports covered a diverse range of issues, from protest movements  
international trade agreements, scientific progress to popular culture. Sourced entirely from The 
National Archives, U.K., the files provide a uniquely comprehensive, English-language history of 
post-Stalinist Eastern Europe.

Commences in the year after Stalin’s death and 
provides coverage of events such as the ‘Khrushchev 
Thaw’ and the process of ‘de-Stalinization’; the 
gradual reform and easing of political terror in the 
Soviet Union; the reassertion of Soviet power across 
the Eastern Bloc with the formation of the Warsaw 
Pact; and the military suppression of uprisings in East 
Germany, Poland, and Hungary. 

Cold War Eastern Europe I, 1953-1960: 

Covers a series of events that altered the trajectory 
of the Cold War, including the construction of 
the Berlin Wall; the Cuban Missile crisis; the rise 
of Leonid Brezhnev and the removal of Nikita 
Khrushchev as the head of the Soviet Union; and the 
enactment of drastic reforms within the Soviet Union 
that culminated in the Sino-Soviet split. 

Cold War Eastern Europe II, 1961-1966:

Contains in-depth reporting of the movements for 
social change in Czechoslovakia (1968) and Poland 
(1968 and 1970); the subsequent re-instatement of 
the soviet model through suppression and military 
intervention; and the period of ‘Détente’ which saw 
the steady easing of tensions between East and 
West that culminated in Richard Nixon’s visit to 
Moscow in 1975. 

Cold War Eastern Europe III, 1967-1975:

Covers the latter Brezhnev years known as the ‘Era 
of Stagnation’, characterized by steady economic 
decline across Eastern Europe; the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan in 1979; the deepening rift between East 
and West as Soviet influence expanded in the Middle 
East, Africa, and South Asia; the non-ratification of 
SALT II; and the boycott of the 1980 Moscow Olympics, 
which illustrated the deteriorating relationship 
between the major powers.

Cold War Eastern Europe IV, 1976-1982: 

Register your institution for a free 30-day trial at www.coldwareasterneurope.com

Enhance your research and learning with Taylor & Francis Primary Sources
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SOUTH ASIA ARCHIVE

Uncover the history of South Asia as you’ve 
never seen it before

South Asia Archive is a specialist interdisciplinary 
resource for research and teaching which provides 
culturally and historically significant material from 
across the Indian sub-continent, covering the period 
mid-18th to mid-20th century. The 4.5 million pages 
of research materials were collected by the South 
Asia Research Foundation (SARF) over a number of 
years, with the objective of preserving Indian cultural 
heritage. Content is full-text searchable, allowing 
researchers and students to examine a wide and 
extensive corpus of material at their desk without 
having to visit numerous archives.

Register your institution for a free 30-day trial at www.southasiaarchive.com

Subject Areas:

• Agriculture & Environment

• Anthropology & Archaelogy

• Arts & Art History

• Cinema & Media Studies

• Civilizational Studies

• Commerce & Industry

• Development

• Education

• Gender

• Government, Politics & Public Policy

• History

• Humanities

• Indology

• Language & Linguistics

• Law

• Literature & Fiction

• Religion & Philosophy

• Science, Technology & Medicine

• Sports, Leisure & Tourism

• Urban Studies

Enhance your research and learning with Taylor & Francis Primary Sources
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SECRET FILES FROM WORLD WARS TO COLD WAR

Register your institution for a free 30-day trial at www.secretintelligencefiles.com

Enhance your research and learning with Taylor & Francis Primary Sources

Secret Files from World Wars to Cold War provides access to British government secret intelligence 
and foreign policy files from 1873 to 1953, with the majority of files dating from the 1930s and 
1940s.  Developed in consultation with an editorial board of six experts, the resource spans four 
key twentieth century conflicts: the Spanish Civil War, the Second World War, the early years of the 
Cold War and the Korean War. Sourced from The National Archives, U.K. the material enables rich 
research into intelligence, foreign policy, international relations and military history. 

For each of the nine-file series included, a description 
of the content, themes, and topics discussed has 
been provided by Dr. Stephen Twigge, Head of 
Modern Collections at The National Archives, U.K.

Series Descriptions: Subject Essays:

The resource includes five essays written by 
our Editorial Board of academic experts. These 
contextualise the primary source documents and 
highlight key theme.

Key Themes:

Document Types:

• British Domestic Security

• Foreign Policy and International Relations

• Intelligence Funding and Finances

• Intelligence Gathering and Surveillance

• Intelligence Operations 

• Intelligence Organisation and Administration

• Military Intelligence and Operations

• Propaganda, Censorship and Psychological 
Warfare

• Signals Intelligence and Code-breaking

• Weapons Technology and Nuclear Warfare

• Correspondence

• Directives

• Financial Reports

• Maps 

• Meeting Minutes

• Memoranda

• Reports

• Signals Intelligence

• Miscellany
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SOURCES

WAR, STATE AND SOCIETY

Register your institution for a free 30-day trial at www.warstateandsociety.com

Britain’s Home Front in WWII

War, State and Society provides access to thousands 
of documents from the collections of numerous 
U.K. government departments, each responsible for 
dealing with and reporting on the domestic situation in 
Britain during the Second World War and its aftermath. 
Sourced from The National Archives, U.K. and the 
History of Advertising Trust, its files provide a uniquely 
comprehensive insight into the social, economic, 
political and cultural affairs of wartime Britain, and a 
valuable snapshot of day to day life in every corner of 
the country and beyond. 

Key Themes:

• Preparations for War and Peace

• Rationing and Supply

• Domestic Life

• Military Activity and Home Defence

• Evacuation

• Information Services and 
Propaganda

• Bombing and Attacks on the 
Population

• Industry and Infrastructure

• Social Relations

Features & Tools:

• Full text searchable across the 
resource 

• Enhanced indexing to allow filtering 
and advanced search

• An interactive map of voices and 
stories from the Home Front

• Image gallery of propaganda 
advertising

• Editorial Board essays

• Seminar packs and sample essay 
questions

• Downloadable lists of indexing terms 
to help begin searches

• Introductory videos from the Editorial 
Board  

Enhance your research and learning with Taylor & Francis Primary Sources
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SUPPORT

LIBRARIAN RESOURCES

Our Librarian Resources site provides you with information, support and insights from Taylor 
& Francis and the library community to help you develop your collections, engage your users, 
enhance your institution’s scholarly communications, and navigate the changing library and 
information landscape.

KEEP UP-TO-DATE WITH TAYLOR & FRANCIS INSIGHTS
Register now to get the latest news, insights, tips and more!

CONNECT WITH US:

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube
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